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Hiring Do’s and Don’ts

Recruiting and Hiring the Best Applicant
§ Developing the Job Description
§ Advertising the position
§ Equal opportunity: make sure the language is not
exclusionary
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Application
§ Equal employment opportunity statement
§ At-will disclaimer
§ Section asking for detailed employment history and other
pertinent information, such as education, licenses, and special
skills
§ Section to list references and a signed statement granting you
permission to conduct a background check and contact
references.

Hiring Process
§ Interview
§ Job- related questions
§ Prepare in advance so that
all applicants are asked the
same general questions
and no improper inquiries.

Improper Questions
§ We have a young, enthusiastic team, do you think you would
fit in?
§ Does diabetes run in your family?
§ Have you ever filed a workers compensation claim?
§ Have you ever taken a leave of absence for medical
reasons?
§ Do you plan to have children?
§ Have you ever been arrested?
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Planning Tip #1
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Create a detailed job description.
Use a detailed job application.
Develop interview questions in advance.
Develop rating scales.
Determine the purpose and format of the interview.
Use open ended questions.
Take notes.

Offer Letters and
Employment Contracts
§ Offer Letter
§ Should you prepare one?
§ Reasonable assurance letters for unemployment
§ Contingencies (background check)

§ What should it include?
§ Specify essential terms (job, pay, start date)
§ Specify “at will” or for a specified term

§ Employment Contracts
§ Should your have one?
§ Teacher, Head of School
§ Administrators and other staff

§ Specify what happens on expiration and how to terminate

Classifying Employees
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Who is NOT an Employee?
§ Volunteers
§ Interns
§ Independent Contractors

Exempt Employees
§ Salary Basis Test ($455 per week or $23,660 a year) and
Job Duties Test
§ Executive
§ Administrative
§ Professional
§ Computer Professional

Non-Exempt Employees
§ Although there are some exemptions, most workers must be
paid the minimum wage for all "hours worked.”
§ Most workers who are paid an hourly wage and work more
than 40 hours in a 7-day work week must be paid overtime.
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Statewide Minimum Wage Increase
RCW 49.46.020

Coordination of State & Local
Minimum Wage

Paying Your Exempt Employees
§ Obligations to exempt salaried employees
§ Salary basis: same weekly pay, regardless of hours worked
§ “Seat time”
§ Timekeeping
§ Deductions from leave banks
§ Partial day absences: work at all à pay the day

§ Exceptions
§ Full-day absences at employee’s request can be unpaid
§ Full-week absences at employer’s request can be unpaid
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Planning Tip #2
§ Make sure your employees are classified correctly.
§ Ensure that pay practices apply the law most favorable to
the employee for paid sick leave and minimum wage.
§ Review and plan for minimum wage increases.

Hot Button Policy Provisions
§ Electronic and Social Media
§ Drug/Alcohol Policies
§ Confidentiality/Trade
Secrets
§ Non-solicitation/Noncompete

Performance Evaluation and
Employee Discipline
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Performance Evaluations
§ If you say you’re going to do them, do them.
§ Why you should definitely do them.
§ Why you should do them well.

Discipline
§ Why is discipline important in an “at-will” employment
relationship?
§ Goals:
§ Create a record to support the decision to terminate.
§ Eliminate unacceptable performance/ behavior so the employee can be
retained.

§ Principles: consistency and proportionality
§ Progressive discipline
§ Guide with exceptions and exercise of discretion
§ Non-exclusive list of “cause” for discipline

Types of Progressive Discipline
§ Training or counseling
§ Oral warning
§ Written warning
§ Performance improvement
plan
§ Extension of probationary
period

§ Denial of pay increase
§ Suspension with or
without pay
§ Demotion/reduction in
pay
§ Last chance
agreement
§ Termination
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Documentation
Do document facts and examples (who, what, where).
Don’t speculate, exaggerate or over-document.
§ Good documentation:
§ is dated, legible, complete, accurate, and current
§ identifies the author
§ helps you prepare your testimony
§ can resolve credibility questions in your favor
§ shows employee was on notice
§ shows commitment to consistency, performance improvement and
quality, and/or progressive discipline.

Equal Employment
Opportunity

Sample EEO Statement
ABC SCHOOL is an equal opportunity organization. We will
not discriminate and will take active measures to ensure
against discrimination in all conditions of admissions,
enrollment, and employment. ABC SCHOOL provides equal
employment opportunities to all employees without regard to
race, color, ancestry, national origin, results of genetic
testing, gender, age, religion, creed, disability, sexual
orientation, gender identity, gender expression, or service in
the military. Equal employment opportunity applies to all
terms and conditions of employment, including hiring,
placement, promotion, termination, layoff, recall, transfer,
leave of absence, compensation, and training.
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Diversity
Ø In the classroom
Ø In the staff room
Ø In the school community

Discrimination
§ Simply put, discrimination occurs when a person is treated
differently than his or her peers owing to his/her membership in
a protected class.
§ Discrimination includes harassment, sexual harassment and
retaliation.
§ What do all these words in red really mean?

Protected Status - Federal
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Race
Color
Religion
Sex (including pregnancy)
National origin
Age (40 or older)
Disability
Genetic Information
Veteran Status
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Protected Status – State
§ State of Washington
§ Marital status
§ Sexual orientation (includes gender expression or identity)

§ Municipalities may include more

Harassment
Ø Everyday Definition of Harassment
o To annoy persistently; to create an unpleasant or hostile situation by
unwelcome verbal or physical conduct; to bully
Ø Definition of Unlawful Harassment
o Harassment is unwelcome conduct that is based on a protected status.
Harassment becomes unlawful where 1) the conduct is severe or
pervasive enough to create a work environment that a reasonable person
within the protected class would consider intimidating, hostile, or abusive,
and 2) enduring the offensive conduct becomes a condition of continued
employment.

Sexual Harassment
§ Sexual harassment, specifically, is defined as unwelcome sexual advances,
requests for sexual favors, or other verbal, physical or visual conduct of a
sexual nature when:
§ Submission to or rejection of such conduct is used as a basis for making
employment decisions affecting the individual, or
§ Such conduct—intentionally or unintentionally—unreasonably
interferes with an individual’s work performance or creates an
intimidating, hostile or offensive working environment.
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Disability Accommodation
§ “Substantially limited” in major life function
§ “Otherwise qualified”
§ “Reasonable” accommodation necessary to perform “essential
job functions”
§ “Interactive process”
§ “Undue burden”

Employee Termination:
Never Easy,
Sometimes Necessary,
Always Worth Doing Right

Common Employee Claims
§ Wrongful discharge
§ Retaliation (becoming even more common than
discrimination)
§ Discrimination/harassment
§ Breach of actual or implied contract
§ Improper payments (failure to compensate properly)
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Can You Terminate?
“At-will” employment rule:

Absent an employment agreement for a specified duration,
an employer can terminate an employee at any time, for any
reason or no reason (but not an illegal reason), with or
without advance notice, unless a law, agreement, or implied
contract says otherwise

Exceptions to the General Rule
§ Express contract (“just-cause” analysis)
§ Implied contract (handbooks and other promises)
§ Employment statutes (Title VII, WLAD, ADA, FMLA, WARN,
FLSA, OSHA, etc.)
§ CBAs: termination of union employees covered by language in
CBA and special standards set by arbitrators
§ Violation of public policy

Public Policy: Unlawful to Terminate Employee
For…
§ Refusing to commit an
illegal act
§ Performing a public duty or
obligation
§ Exercising a legal right
§ Reporting employer’s illegal
activity

§ Participating in union
activities
§ Complaining about unsafe
conditions
§ Membership in a protected
class
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You Generally Can Terminate an Employee
For…
§ Poor performance
§ Poor attendance
§ Insubordination
§ Violations of a policy
§ Violation of a law

§
§
§
§

Dishonesty
Workplace safety violation
Reduction in force (RIF)
No reason, if employee
not in a protected class

Prepare For The Termination Meeting
§ Review relevant documents
§ Will you offer a severance agreement in exchange for a
release?
§ Who will attend the meeting?
§ What will the message be? How will it be phrased?
§ Make a list of talking points; rehearse delivery
§ To put it in writing or not to put it in writing?
§ Take steps to ensure safety.

Termination Meeting Logistics
§ Who: at least two people (one speaker, one scribe)
§ When: don’t delay, but also try to minimize embarrassment
and disruption
§ Where: in person; private, calm location
§ What to say? Two ways to deliver the message
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Termination Meeting: Housekeeping
§ Outline the status of employee benefits:
§ Which benefits end and which will continue
§ COBRA packet (if 20+ employees)
§ If applicable, discuss severance and release

§ Return employee’s personal effects
§ Notify employee that he/she must return all property of the
employer
§ Cut off employee’s access

Employee Rights Post-Termination
§ Provide a notice of termination within 10 days of any written
request by employee.
§ What to say? Two approaches
§ Pay all wages by end of established pay period
§ Maintain employee records for at least 3 years.
§ Provide access to personnel file within a reasonable period of
employee’s request and allow employee to make
rebuttal/correction statement for 2 years.

Statements and References
§ Monitor statements by employer that describe termination
(unemployment compensation, EEOC, etc.).
§ References
§ Employers immune from liability if certain conditions met
§ Centralize: only one person should respond
§ Never provide a letter of reference that contains inaccurate
statements (either positive or negative).
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Planning Tip #3
§
§
§
§

Appreciate the importance of the performance evaluation.
Consider progressive discipline.
Prepare for a termination meeting.
Consider a release.

Miscellaneous

Developing Employment Policies
§ Understanding what laws apply to your school
§ Developing the employee handbook
§ Adopting and implementing helpful administrative policies
and procedures
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Handbook Must-Haves
§ Applicable leave policies
§ School calendar and holidays
§ Common essential functions (e.g., attendance and punctuality)
§ Non-discrimination, harassment, and complaint procedure
§ Reasonable accommodation process (disability and religious
observance)
§ Benefits (generally described)Non-discrimination and complaint
procedures
§ Employment classifications that affect leave or benefits

Handbook Must-Haves
§ Evaluation process
§ Confidentiality and intellectual property
§ Technology use, social media, intranet, etc.
§ Privacy (“no expectation of”)
§ Student-staff boundaries
§ Discipline (cause and process)
§ Disclaimers:
§ “At-will”
§ Not a contract

Handbook Acknowledgment Form
§ Highlight critical provisions
§ Get it signed
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State Sick Leave
§ Statewide Paid Sick Leave, effective January 1, 2018. RCW
49.46.210
§ One hour accrued for
§ If rehired within 12
every 40 hours worked
months, unpaid accrued
§ Can use accrued leave
leave reinstated
beginning on the 90th
§ Must permit use in hourly
day of employment
increments for hourly
§ Unused accrued sick
employees
leave of 40 hours or less
to be carried over

Coordination of State and Local Paid Sick Leave

Questions?
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